Irving Richter was born in New York City on October 3, 1911. Trained as a labor economist under Selig Perlman at the University of Wisconsin, he worked in the Transient and Investigation Divisions of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (later, the WPA) from 1934 until 1938 and served as president of FERA Lodge 139 of the American Federation of Government Employees.

In 1943 he left a job as an economist with the U.S. Labor Department and joined the staff of the UAW-CIO Washington office as its legislative representative and director of political action, writing a syndicated column on legislative affairs for union newspapers and lecturing widely to union groups. A member of the anti-Reuther caucus of the UAW, Richter was identified as a Communist by Walter Reuther and his supporters and fired as part of the general purge of leftists in 1947.

He formed Organization Services, Inc. in 1948, providing services to labor unions until 1963 when he entered Cambridge University as a doctoral student in economics. He taught briefly at Mount Holyoke College, moving in 1968 to the University of the District of Columbia where he stayed until his retirement in 1984. Irving Richter died on May 13, 1989. His personal recollections and interpretation of the postwar history of the American labor movement, Labor’s Struggles, was published posthumously in 1994.
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Abstract
Part two of Richter’s papers contain copies of his articles for “Behind Washington Headlines” and research files, consisting of notes, articles and clippings, for his writings.
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